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Thank you Steve…

Your points further authenticate the members of Congress are the ones who have 
been committing treason against the American people at least since the 1860’s.  
There are also some Americans who have provided further evidence that even the 
founders were complicit in creating the fraud on the American people from the 
beginning.

To add to that point, Judge Anna penned the following for everyone’s consideration…

Judge Anna: “This and every other nation you can think of is founded on lies 
and false claims.”

And Steve, A great American and one of the most clear-thinking and objective men 
I have ever met provided the following extended explanations that would explain 
many of the subversive elements we see demonstrated now just recently... 
✓ Regionalism – Taxation with no representation.
✓ Strawman

Reading and educating ourselves is critical in this war by the subversives to over-
throw the American dream.  But unless we as the American people are prepared to 
take an immovable stand against any foreign or domestic forces who would attempt 
to alter our American culture or way of life, by force or violence, we would be 
kidding ourselves.

We must resist such attacks and even begin to take offensive measures to bring 
their efforts to a complete halt. 

And finally we must recognize these criminal attacks are not the acts of Americans 
but of foreign intruders.  And as foreign intruders we must take the necessary 
steps to remove them from any American soil.

Antifa Members are Now Protesting George Soros Demanding Their Payments

Subversives Plan to disrupt and seize control of North America

itsgoingdown2-FINALPRINT-IMP-1
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Electing Mr. Trump was the sign for which most Americans who understood the 
prison in which the people of the globe had been placed—without their knowledge or 
consent, were waiting.  Now it was the time for the people to come together to 
deal with the the forces behind these crimes against the people.  And the criminals 
behind these crimes are clearly revealed as the financial control system, imposed by 
fraud by the members of the Congress, through the federal Reserve.

Consider if you will, expressing my own opinion on the matter...The members of the 
Congress deliberately violated the public trust by permitting their direct 
responsibility of controlling the monetary system to be re-delegated.  That is an 
unmistakeable act of treason.

You see Steve, our representatives have no discretion to re-delegate the authority 
granted them to perform the work of the people…such re-delegation would usurp 
and dilute their authority granted them by the Constitution and the people.  Once 
in the hands of a third party, the members of Congress no longer controlled the 
lawful authority given specifically to them…

And those who were now in control of America’s financial system…mostly unknown 
parties, operating the federal reserve…a private bank owned by about 1500 
shareholders…were not lawfully bound by the same oath and consequently totally 
independent of the control of the American people.   To validate my claim of the 
deliberate deception please verify for yourself the web address provided for the 
federal reserve…
https://www.federalreserve.gov/

By what authority can a private corporation use a web designation as “.gov?”

And I think it is easy to understand why the charge of treason is applicable.  
Because at that point, all of the members of Congress committed treason.  You see 
Steve, they acted outside of the legitimate authority that was called for in the 
faithful performance of their job.  Representatives of the people.  They were 
trustees of the public trust.

Public Service is a Public Trust… Fiduciary Duty

https://www.federalreserve.gov/
https://www.federalreserve.gov/
https://scannedretina.com/2015/10/21/public-service-is-a-public-trust-fiduciary-duty/
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A quick review of the material provided below…

1933-Plus

will convince any reasonable American that is has always been the members of the 
Congress who have been the enemies.  

Regardless of what they say and how they act…that is the point…they are only 
acting.  And their acts are not acts of politics…they are criminal acts.  And when 
they act as criminals it is our first order of business to give them notice and we 
must assert our authority to correct the criminal behavior being exercised.  

Unfortunately we must remind them that government was only created for the 
protection of the people…But of course they knew that all along.  They still 
persisted over a long period of time to advance this agenda to take America down.

  Taking America Down…A plan supported by your Congressman?

And looking at the events leading up to this point…

With such a preponderance of damning evidence to support the call for the 
investigation of the members of the Congress...now is the time we must come 
together, put our differences aside and prevail upon the County Sheriffs, where 
they exist, to perform their job of enforcing the Constitutional protections of the 
people…

Never Waver—

…the people must make it clear this is not a matter of discussion, debate or 
negotiation…The sheriff must follow the law!

Once the process of investigating the individual members of Congress has begun, 
then the people must begin to become more directly involved and assist in the 
orderly and peaceful transition to the lawful republic form of government owed the 
people.  

At some point the people may wish to begin organizing and establishing their own 

https://scannedretina.com/2014/07/02/1933-plus/
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oversight organizations. These commissions will provide for an interactive dialogue to 
guide our public officers on how we with our communities to function.  You see 
Steve, as the people, we have always been in charge.  Our employees were being 
deliberately misguided to believe and act otherwise.  But as I see it, it would be up 
to the local communities themselves to determine the sincerity of the current 
people acting as public officers.  

Let’s face it Steve, de facto versus de jure is only a matter of attitude at the 
moment of decision.  Someone who makes a choice based on just doing the right 
thing for the right reason would be acting in honor…de jure. De facto actions are 
those of dishonor.   It is as simple as right or wrong.  How simple is that?

An added benefit of forming the oversight commissions as this will also remove any 
need for the background outside influences as listed at the link below:
 The enemy that you pay to remain in the shadows

 
arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Aug 21, 2017, at 9:13 AM, Steve Langford <gambist@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Arnie. This message from you is timely, in that it points up part of the problem 
the victims have in ... Connecticut!:

- - - Begin quote
County
Connecticut is divided geographically into eight counties, but these counties do not 
have any associated government structure. The Connecticut General Assembly 

abolished all county governments on October 1, 1960.[2] The counties continued to 
have sheriffs until 2000, when the sheriffs' offices were abolished and replaced with 
state marshals through a ballot measure attached to the 2000 presidential election. 
Counties are, however, still used by the state to organize its judicial and state 
marshal system. Connecticut's court jurisdictions still adhere to the old county 
boundaries, with the exception of Fairfield, Hartford, and New Haven counties, which 

https://scannedretina.com/2017/07/14/the-enemy-that-you-pay-to-remain-in-the-shadows/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
http://scannedretina.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/County_%28United_States%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Connecticut_General_Assembly
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_government_in_Connecticut#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sheriff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_presidential_election,_2000
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have been further subdivided into multiple court jurisdictions due to their relatively 
large populations. <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_government_in_Connecticut>
- - - End quote

Just who will enforce whatever the victims come up with, if they decide NOT to get 
a lawyer and instead decide not to enter a de facto courtroom to challenge CPS 
jurisdiction, is a highly important question, I think. What are the actual steps, the 
mechanics, that they need to go through in order to have a reasonable chance of 
success?

A copy of this goes out to all concerned parties in this thread of correspondence.

Thanks again, Arnie. -Steve-

- - - - -

Steve, the following questions begs to be asked…

1. Is/Was the THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT a corporate franchise or the lawful 
state, Connecticut?

2. By what lawful authority did the Connecticut General Assembly make any 
changes to the structure of the state government…even at the county level?  
Did they act with full disclosure?  And where is the evidence they acted with 
the lawful and required consent of the governed?

If no evidence os such legitimacy exists everything must be considered as acts of 
fraud.  And as you may recall, fraud vitiates all.  With no statute of limitations on 
fraud, at the wish of the great people of Connecticut, every unlawful act can be 
nullified and corrected.

Just expressing my opinion…but does this also seem right to you?

On 8/21/2017 8:01 AM, Arnie Rosner wrote:
Latest Headlines
Congress Set for Horse-Trading Over Must-Pass Bills in September 

The American people may have something to say regarding the details you 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_government_in_Connecticut
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mentioned.  The Congress you address in these matters has routinely acted outside 
of the lawful and legitimate constraints of the delegated authority by which they 
were commissioned to engage in performing the work of the people.  

As a matter of public record, as a body, and as individuals who condoned the criminal 
excesses involved, all would be guilty of exceeding their lawful legislative and 
administrative power as well as committing treason by permitting the delegated 
authority granted them by the people by whom they were elected, to be usurped by 
foreign influences and agents of foreign powers.

Propaganda
Government “Made” News – “Propaganda” Became Legal in 2013

It would be also be the fraud committed against the American people regarding the 
deception of fraudulent healthcare proposal which was never passed into law.   
Neither the congressional deceptive practices of lying using the phrases “Just 
because I say so” or “we have to pass the bill to see what is in it” are no lawful 
substitutes for the required lawful process demanded of our lawful public 
Congressional institution as specified in their own instruction manuals
Congressional Manual: How our laws are made.
Some views of the American people in general regarding what I consider as a bunch 
of theatrically trained criminal actors who commit treason against the people by 
whom they were elected and/or appointed…as trustees of the public trust.  
Criminal acts of sedition and treason a threat to national security  
And on a personal note from my own observations…My strong recommendation for all 
Americans who share the same sentiments, to act to revoke the delegated authority 
of a body I characterize as impostors. That would included All members of the 
Congress who I believe deliberately and with premeditation intended to do harm to 
the American people.  545 – the impostors responsible.

Further...by reason of criminal fraud and misrepresentation, these same criminal 
impersonators are to be made subject to be investigated by the respective county 
sheriffs (who are Constitutional officers elected directly by the people to enforce 
the Constitutional laws and ensure the people are protected and their Constitutional 
rights enforced)...and where appropriate, charged and prosecuted for crimes against 
the American people..
Never Waver—

https://scannedretina.com/2013/02/26/propaganda/
https://scannedretina.com/2013/07/24/government-made-news-propaganda-became-legal-in-2013/
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https://scannedretina.com/2017/08/18/criminal-acts-of-sedition-and-treason-a-threat-to-national-security/
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https://scannedretina.com/2016/03/05/never-waver-2/
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The supporting rationale justifying the course of action to be considered... 

Rohrabacher Termination – Revocation of delegated authority
Revoke the Delegated Authority of Congress – The County Sheriff

arnie
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056 24/7
scannedretina.com

On Aug 21, 2017, at 3:07 AM, Roll Call Latest Headlines <headlines@cqrollcall.com> 
wrote:
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http://link.cqrollcall.com/wf/click?upn=kuCwpl2zPRJAb4-2FnsH-2BDT2Za1ufJ1fPfjTdVgNERfdNaG-2BsI0IFJI2jqDwYebcM7m7G9FWoA3HdKVkiAYVidPgFMQ4iXQw-2B2AeDotlc01EohPaRDuJwasNSGmqajtowRE4JhYuOHKMr5txjvPIYxLVsabTLgy1yK5mrxyR9OKOkfrR-2BKQTyjkIn0TWa83tTYkJZEL0mKf42-2FHQ-2FWHmJS8u31qk3mD99fZSV-2BJeR9L7YbgcMbUVlRLgR51e1AF0o-2FkB7uqTmuIiD-2FMBRXlSDElA-3D-3D_Hw0pHI7D7cY9Gfr8vKItuOyRflQ3YFdEfc7jJ2CsR1cpleCB8XYzg8hLNl6shtvyf4bQjnE5vPDf-2Bgf8EX5pDvkYOotXCpGGe2gzBvwqp5GxAK0ORgNIz9mxxkUdjqoU-2BCbJ5GAFUzwmgBaE95T-2FDLi3l0nEsnQGHRtv2XaOTu2k9U-2BPJSSfSRlEwfhurb4iMwu2cz-2FPe-2FtqiCBw-2FWj9zMspfqs1TH2-2BvryvviRLMykOIjZnkUR7qiuWHPccHtAcGCnRlgirvOfrRSBTFAhm9mwcB8wLmalGh-2Bb151zHmklo0FKMZADFABKiv0helsaSg-2FUJnGopLppbG3hHR-2FEd6lmSPb53zC11-2Ft-2FWf-2FIkC0gR0v6lDPrvvFSLudMW1JDaLYUuQmlYeYgZVD5j1qiMQHfHTXetMNvbK0wi-2F9KYQ0mWHHTwn7-2FLWxV80ABYlE9mYaDbEyhQT5O9uI1uAq0QUPj2B12G6Av4mtHuQKuCogE-3D
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Latest Headlines
Congress Set for Horse-Trading Over Must-Pass Bills in September 

Congress’ September agenda is packed with several must-pass bills that Republicans and 
Democrats are likely to look to as leverage for extracting concessions on other priorities.  Read 
more

 
Opinion: Career Advice for Restless Capitol Hill GOP Staffers
 
This column is written for every Republican staffer on Capitol Hill who — even now — is 
debating whether to join the Trump administration. It is also directed at those who have already 
followed their dreams of striding along the corridors of power and entered the White House. 
Read more 

 
Will 2018 Look Like 2010 for Anti-Repeal Republicans?
 
When House Republicans passed their measure to repeal and replace the 2010 health care law in 
May, 20 members of their conference voted against it.  Read more
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